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FREE SWINGING SIGNAL HANGER

STAINLESS STEEL BUSHING
11/16" DIA. HOLE

NOMINAL 1/4" THICK CLEVIS

CABLE CLAMP

MAST ARM

FREE SWINGING SIGNAL HANGER

5/8" HEX. BOLT WITH WASHERS, CASTLE NUT AND COTTER KEY.

TRI-STUD CABLE ENTRANCE
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GENERAL

All signal head assemblies shall be installed in a plumb position and perpendicular to the approach lane.

All signal heads shall be installed with their lowest part (including backbracing and backplates) with a clearance above pavement elevation at the highest point of the roadway of 16.5' minimum, 19' maximum. However, 17' is the preferred height. It is intended that this clearance be obtained by attachment heights, arm rise, and other factors during the installation. If the installation cannot be adjusted to the proper clearance, the contractor shall advise the city of all signals which will potentially not be in compliance with this range prior to installation.

Signal head rotation shall be prevented by the use of serrated rings, set screws or other positive locking devices incorporated in the signal housing and at critical locations in the supporting hardware.

Signal head mounting brackets and fittings shall be coated to match the mast arm. Attachment hardware shall be coated in accordance with the plans.

Rigid Signal Head Mounting for Mast Arms:

The mast arm clamp shall have a minimum strength at yield to support a 200 pound load with 90 MPH wind.

For a 3-section signal, signal cable shall enter the green section signal head. For a 6-section head, enter housing through green ball section and route cable through red section to access the turn arrow section.

Terminal block shall be located in green section for rigid mounted signal heads.

Cable clamps shall be stainless steel cable only. Cable clamps to be provided with appropriate length. Any additional cable will be securely coiled in place and not cut.

Free Swinging Signal Head Mounting for Mast Arms:

The clevis shall have a nominal 11/16" diameter hole which will accept a 5/8" diameter x 2" long stainless steel clevis pin.

A 1" long x 1/8" diameter stainless steel cotter pin shall be furnished with each clamp.

The hanger shall have a minimum strength at yield to support a 1000-pound load.

A 90 degree clevis hanger that has a stainless steel bushing and is connected to a wire entrance head shall be used.

Signal cable shall enter the red section.

Terminal block shall be located in red section.